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Welcome to GraphXR! This guide will teach you everything you need to begin visualizing and 
analyzing your data. If you haven’t already, start by creating an account at graphxr.kineviz.com. 3
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Upon logging in you’ll be taken to the Projects page. If you’re a Neo4j user, you can connect to your 
database by clicking “Create.” You can also open a demo dataset, but for this guide we’ll start from 
scratch. Click the “blank” project. 4
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We’re now inside the graph environment. This is a 3-dimensional, functionally infinite space which is 
currently empty. Before we bring in any data, let’s quickly discuss the anatomy of a graph.
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1. Graph Anatomy and Interface



Graphs are composed of three elements: nodes, edges, and properties.

nodes

edges

properties
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Nodes are entities, like people or events. They’re typically represented by a circle and can display an 
icon or portrait image. All nodes of a given type comprise a category. 

nodes
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Edges are connections between things, like took_place_at or purchased_by. All edges of a given type 
comprise a relationship. Directed relationships like parent_of have an arrow at one end, while 
directionless ones like friends_with do not.

edges
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The structure of nodes and edges in a graph is referred to as a pattern. Their position in 3D space is 
governed by the current Layout. 

pattern

Layout
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By default, GraphXR distributes nodes in space using a physics simulation called Force Direct. Each 
node pushes away from other nodes while edges pull them together. There is no intrinsic meaning 
to node position or edge length in the Force Direct layout. 11
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Properties are attributes like name or color. Both nodes and edges can have properties. A key is a 
unique property that identifies a specific node or edge. 

properties
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Let’s go over the GraphXR interface. The Toolbar contains the menu panels: Project, Query, 
Transform, Table, Layout, Filter, Algorithm, and Map. 

Project

Query

Transform

Table

Layout

Filter

Algorithm

Map
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Use the Keyword Search bar to search the contents of the graph, or, if connected, a database. The 
Legend indicates the colors and number of elements currently in the graph. The different legend 
tabs enable you to select which element type to display.

Keyword
Search

Graph/Database 
Search Toggle

Keyword
Index

Legend
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Various tools are available from the context menu when a node or an edge is selected. Right clicking 
will also evoke the context menu.

Pin/Release
Clean Graph

Add edge
Add Node
Leaf Trim

Fly To
Enable/Disable Force Layout

Select All Visible
Delete Selected
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We’ll address many of these controls in more detail over the next few slides. Let’s start by loading up 
some data. If you’d like to follow along, download the file http://kineviz.com/s/GXR_QSG.zip.

Logout

About

Project Page

Display Panel Names

Pan

Orbit

Zoom

Reset View
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2. Import, Navigate, and Select Data
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GXR_QSG.zip contains several files. Characters.csv is a table of the characters from HBO’s Game of 
Thrones. Each row corresponds to one character. The columns contain their names, family (house) 
affiliation, how many characters they killed, who killed them, and a URL of the character’s portrait. 18
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If we drag and drop Characters.csv into GraphXR, a node will be automatically generated for each 
row of the spreadsheet. 
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The spreadsheet itself will be treated as a single category called csvImport_Characters, visible in the 
Legend. The image URLs in each row will be loaded as portrait images. Portrait images can be 
enabled/disabled via the Project panel => Settings tab => Auto Show Images.

Category name

Enable/disable portraits
Category
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Let’s learn to navigate in 3D space. Pan the graph up, down, left, and right by holding down the left 
mouse button and dragging anywhere in empty space or clicking the onscreen navigation.

Pan

Pan
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Zoom into or out of the graph with the scroll wheel or clicking the onscreen navigation. You can 
reset your view at any time by clicking the Reset View icon.

Reset View

Zoom
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Orbit the graph by holding down the right mouse button and dragging anywhere in empty space or 
clicking the onscreen navigation. Orbit behaves differently depending on whether or not you have 
anything selected, so let’s delve into selection.

Orbit
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Left click on a single node to select it. 
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Hold down the left mouse button and drag while pressing the shift key to select a group. 
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Hold down the control key to add to your selection. You can left click to add individual nodes or hold 
down the left mouse button and drag to add multiple nodes.
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Hold down the alt key to subtract from your selection. You can left click to subtract individual nodes 
or hold down the left mouse button and drag to subtract multiple nodes. Use Select Visible Nodes to 
select all nodes, and Inverse to invert your selection.

Select All Visible
Inverse
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When you have one or more nodes selected, your orbit controls will center on your selection. When 
nothing is selected, you’ll orbit the center of the graph space. Use Fly To to center selected nodes in 
the graph space. Use Hide to hide (but not delete) selected nodes.

Fly ToHide
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Clear your selection at any time by double left clicking on an empty area of the graph. 
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Chapter 3: 
Properties and Extract

3. Properties and Extract
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With a single node selected, press ctrl+i or click the Info icon to evoke the Info window. You can edit 
values by double clicking them and add properties via the Add Property button.

Info

Double click 
to edit

Click to add
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While adding properties directly to nodes can be convenient, this quickly becomes hard to manage. 
A more scalable way to record a unique property is with a dedicated remark node. Click the 
Annotate button to create a remark linked to your current selection.

Annotate
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A remark needs to have one or more properties. Once you’ve added these, click Add Annotation to 
create the remark.

Add properties Create remark
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You’ll notice the Remark is a different color from the other nodes. This is because the Legend is set 
to category mode. All of our csvImport_Characters belong to the same category, automatically 
created when we imported Characters.csv. Remark is a separate category. 34
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Let’s switch to property view. In the Legend, click the property toggle. A dropdown with the first 
property name appears, and below it a list of each unique value for that property in the graph. The 
list is scrollable for cases like this where a large number of unique values are detected.

Property mode toggle
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houseName comprises just a few unique values, one for each of the great houses (families) in Game 
of Thrones. Let’s create nodes for the houses. Open the Transform panel => Extract tab.
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The Transform panel encompasses some of GraphXR’s most powerful capabilities, enabling you to 
interactively model your data. Transforms affect the whole graph if nothing is selected. If you have a 
selection, the transform will operate on only those elements. 37
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We’ll use Extract to create a new category from houseName. A new relationship will be created in 
the process, linking the new nodes to their sources. 
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Let’s set houseName as a key. This means that a single node will be created for each unique value of 
houseName, rather than a separate one for every source node. Now click Run.
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A node has been created for each House and everyone who belongs_to it. This would be a good time 
to save our work! 

40
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Open the Project panel => Data tab. Here you can download the current state of your graph as a 
GraphXR file, export it as a group of CSVs, or write back to your database.

41
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You can also save to the cloud. We call this creating a View. Enter a descriptive name and click Save 
View.

Name View

Save view
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Now that we’ve saved our progress, let’s bring in some more data.
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4. Link and Filter



Lines.csv lists the total number of lines and words spoken by each character in every episode of 
HBO’s Game of Thrones. Thanks to Jeffrey Lancaster for compiling this data (as well as the data in 
Characters.csv and Episodes.csv). Visit https://github.com/jeffreylancaster/game-of-thrones for more.45
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You might want to zoom out—at over 3,000 nodes, this is a much larger dataset than Characters.csv. 
At any time, you can open the Table panel to see the graph in spreadsheet format. View specific 
categories, relationships, or search by keywords. Notice the speaker property on csvImport_Lines?46
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The values in speaker should match the values in csvImport_Character’s characterName. We can 
use these properties to link our characters to their line counts for each episode. Go to the Transforms 
panel => Link table. 47
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The Link transform enables creation of new edges belonging to a new or existing relationship. Let’s 
set csvImport_Characters-spoke-csvImport_Lines using characterName and speaker, then click 
run. 48
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You’ll notice there are a number of nodes with no connections. These correspond to lines by 
characters like “King's Landing Man #7” who didn’t make it into the Characters.csv source data. Let’s 
clean up these extraneous nodes. Before we do, though, let’s turn on Snapshots. 49
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Go to the Project panel => Settings tab and enable Show Snapshot. Snapshots are a way of saving 
the current graph state in memory (rather than creating a view in the Data tab, which saves to the 
GraphXR server). This is useful for creating a history or library of graph states. 50
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Click the plus sign to capture a Snapshot. Now we can get back to cleaning up our graph. Open the 
Filter panel.

Create SnapshotFilter
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Filters can be applied to any numerical property of an edge or node. By default, Force layout runs 
whenever you filter out graph elements, but let’s disable it for now.

Toggle Force layout
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Open the Node Properties dropdown to select a property. We’ll use _degree, a measure of how many 
connections a node has. This is an implicit property—it’s calculated by GraphXR, rather than coming 
from the source data. 53
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Set the Max value for _degree to 0 to filter out any nodes with one or more connections. The 
remaining nodes are the ones we want to eliminate.
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We can select all visible nodes by pressing ctrl+a, clicking Select Fully Visible Nodes, or clicking 
csvImport_Lines in the Legend. Then press delete or click Delete in the context menu. 

Select visible

Select category

Delete
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Now clear your filters. What’s left are just the nodes we want. Let’s take another Snapshot, then 
import Episodes.csv.
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5. Aggregate and Merge
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csvImport_Episodes, our new category, contains the titles, descriptions, air dates, episode numbers, 
season numbers, and viewership for each episode. We want to link corresponding lines and episodes. 

58
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Single property
Separate properties

We have a little problem, though. In csvImport_Lines, season and episode number are combined 
into a single string. In csvImport_Episodes, they occupy separate properties. 

59
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To fix this, we’ll use the Transform panel => f(x) tab. The f(x) transform enables us to perform 
javascript formulas on a single category or relationship. Several presets are included, but for this 
we’ll need to enter a custom formula. 60
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Select csvImport_Episodes and episodeNumber. Input “(propVal,props) => 
'S'+props.seasonNumber+'E'+props.episodeNumber” as the formula and seasonEpisode as the new 
property name. Note the example result automatically calculated under the New Property Name. 

Select preset
Example result

Enter custom
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Click Run and the results appear below. Now that we have matching values, we can link up 
csvImport_Episodes and csvImport_Lines.
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Next, let’s calculate the total number of lines per episode. Go to the Transform panel => Aggregate 
tab (after taking a Snapshot for good measure!)
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The Aggregate transform retrieves properties from a selected node’s connected edges or neighbor 
nodes, applies a formula to those properties, and then writes the results back to the selected node. 
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Here we’re starting with our csvImport_Episodes and following spoken_on to find lineCount values. 
We can use the sum preset to add those values together and then write the result back to 
csvImport_Episodes as a new value called totalLines. 65
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Next we’ll perform a count of csvImport_Episodes’s spoken_on connections and write the result 
back to csvImport_Episodes as totalCharacters.
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Next, we can merge all the csvImport_Lines for each episode. But first! Let’s create another 
Snapshot. At any time, you can download all your Snapshots as a single .ZIP. Now, on to merging. 

Download snapshots
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Merge combines nodes of a single category or edges of a single relationship based on a property 
value. Here, we’ll combine all of the lines spoken on a single episode into a single node based on 
seasonEpisode. 68
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6. Shortcut



This simplifies the graph considerably, but we can take it a step further. Let’s return to the Snapshot 
we created before merging.

70
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Expand the window and load our previous Snapshot. You can also rename and delete Snapshots in 
this expanded view. Now go to the Transform panel => Shortcut tab.

Expand/collapse window

Load snapshot
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To create a shortcut, you’ll first need to select the center node of an edge-node-edge pattern. Click 
csvImport_Lines in the Legend.
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Here we’ll connect characters directly to episodes by schortcutting 
spoke-csvImport_Lines-spoken_on to a new relationship called appeared_on. We have the option to 
copy properties from csvImport_Lines to appeared_on, but here we don’t need to. 73
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We’ve now added a new relationship but our source pattern is still present. 
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We’ll select our csvImport_Lines from the Legend...
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...and delete them. Save a snapshot and we’ll continue with the data in this form. 

Delete Selected
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7. Preferences



The Project panel allows you to set preferences for your project data display. Choose the Category 
tab to configure nodes. Select a category, and check a property to define Avatar URL, Caption, and 
Node Size (with numerical properties). Check Exclude to hide a property. 

Project

Category

Caption

Node Size
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The Relationship tab allows you to configure edges. Select a relationship to set the color and 
visibility.

Relationship

Color
Visibility
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The Property tab lets you select a property when Property is enabled in the Legen. A color is 
assigned to each node with the same value for that property, either from an assigned palette, or 
using a color scale.

Property

Property

Color scale

Selected 
property
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Settings configures overall display settings. Adjust Fog Density to make nodes and edges further 
away appear less visible. Visibility can also be adjusted with Edge Width and Node Size.

Settings

Fog

Edge Width

Node Size
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8. Layout and Pinning
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You can move nodes around the graph space by left mouse dragging them. The force layout 
rearranges the remaining nodes as you do so, unless you disable force layout with the Force Layout 
icon.

Force Layout
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After you move a node it becomes pinned, meaning it is locked to its current xyz location in the 
graph space. You can pin or release selected nodes by clicking the Pin icon. To the upper right of the 
icon is a count of how many nodes in the graph are currently pinned.

Pin/Release
Pin
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Open the Layouts Panel from the toolbar. Layouts allow you to control the distribution data in your 
graph. By default, Force Layout is used.

Force Layout

Layouts
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Adjust the Link Strength slider to control how strongly the edges of the graph pull the nodes 
together. 

Link Strength
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Edge length can also be controlled by the Link Distance slider.

Link Distance
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The Gravity slider controls how strongly all nodes are attracted to a central point.

Gravity
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The Charge slider adjusts how strongly nodes are attracted to each other - moving the slider to the 
left results in a repulsive force between the nodes.

Charge
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Adjust how 3 dimensional the graph appears using the 3D - 2D slider. By moving to the right, the 
node layout is flattened to 2 dimensions, though still within 3D space. 

3D - 2D
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Use the Reset button to reset the sliders to their default positions. Use the Init button to reinitialize 
the force layout. Note that any pinned nodes are unaffected.

Init

Reset
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Selecting Parametric layout allows the graph to be laid out according to node properties for axis X, Y, 
and Z. Alternatively, choose ‘PositionX/Y/Z’ to keep current position, or ‘none’ for zero. Select None 
XYZ Force Layout to use force layout for nodes that do not have the properties selected for each axis.

Parametric

Z

X
Y

None XYZ Force Layout
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The Geometric layout allows selected nodes to be laid out according to a chosen geometry. Select a 
category and choose Line to arrange linearly. Use Order by Property to control the ordering of the 
nodes in the line by property.

Geometric

Line

Order by Property
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The Geometric layout allows selected nodes to be laid out according to a chosen geometry. Select a 
category and choose Line to arrange linearly. Use Order by Property to control the ordering of the 
nodes in the line by property.

Geometric

Line

Order by Property
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Grid arranges the selected nodes in a grid. For all the Geometric layouts, unselected nodes force 
arrange themselves around the selected nodes, unless Force Layout is disabled by the Force Layout 
icon.

Grid
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Circle arranges the selected nodes in a circle. All these Geometric layouts will Pin the selected nodes, 
in addition to any nodes already pinned.

Circle
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Cube arranges the selected nodes in a 3-dimensional grid.

Cube
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Select Force to return the whole layout to the default force layout. Any pinned nodes are 
automatically released.

Force
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The Tree layout arranges nodes as a hierarchy along the X axis. The selected nodes form the base of 
the tree and unselected nodes follow level by level according to their connection to the selected 
nodes. Use the Axis slider to scale the layout.

Tree

Axis
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The Category layout groups nodes along the X axis according to their category. Use the Axis slider to 
control the scale of the layout.

Category

Axis
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9. Time Series
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The preferred format for a date and time stamp in GraphXR is YYYY-MM-DD HH:mm:ss. 

YYYY-MM-DD
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If you are loading date and time data in a different format, GraphXR may have trouble recognizing it.

???
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Go to the Transform panel => f(x) tab and apply the toDate or convertCustomDate formulas to 
convert the data into a recognized format. Visit https://momentjs.com/docs/ for more information on 
date and time formulas.

Input Preview of result

104
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Once your data is properly formatted, GraphXR offers several methods for working with time series 
data. Here, the Parametric layout has been used to distribute episodes on the X axis by their 
episodeAirDate.

As parameter

105



You can also position nodes according to time series in the Layout panel => Geometric tab by 
enabling Order by Property.

Order by property 
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You can also work with time series in the Filter panel. Select a range as you would with any numeric 
property. Use the handles or enter a precise value in the Min / Max fields.

Enter precise date and time
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Check Fixed Range to treat your current range like a video playhead. You can scrub forwards or 
backwards by dragging either handle.

Fixed range

108
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10. Algorithms



The Algorithm panel on the toolbar lets you run common algorithms against your graph. The Path 
Finding tab lets you select two nodes and find the shortest path. Here two character nodes are 
selected, and the path between them traced.

Algorithm

Path Finding

Start

End

Path
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For a quick exploration of paths from a selected node, use Trace, choosing the number of path steps 
to highlight.

Start

Trace
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Centrality provides algorithms like PageRank. Click to run, and all nodes in the graph will have 
pageRank added as a property.

PageRank

Centrality

pageRank
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Community Detection includes algorithms like Louvain. Again, click to run, and all nodes in the 
graph will have their louvainComponentId added as a property. Further information about graph 
algorithms can be found here: https://neo4j.com/lp/book-graph-algorithms-ms/

Louvain

Community 
Detection

louvainComponentId
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11. Editing



To add a node, click Add Node. Choose an existing category or create a new one. Enter values or 
define new properties for the node you’re creating.

Add Node

Select or create category

Define new property

Enter value
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Add an edge with the Add Edge command. Choose an existing relationship or create a new one. 
Enter values or define new properties for the edge you’re creating.

Add Edge

Select or create relationship

Define new property

Enter value
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Use Delete to remove selected nodes and their edges.

Delete

117



The Leaf Trimming command deletes nodes that have only one (or no) relationships from the graph 
space. This lets you simplify a graph by quickly clearing out unconnected nodes.

Leaf Trimming

118



The underlying data can also be edited directly - open the Table panel to display your graph data in a 
table format. To edit, click Enhanced Table.

Table

Enhanced Table

119



The Enhanced Table editor lets you edit all your graph data. Individual values can be updated, 
individual nodes and edges can be added and removed, and node and edge properties can be 
edited and removed. 120
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12. Geospatial Mapping and Tagging



Although Game of Thrones takes place in a fictional world, we can map the locations where it was 
filmed. Empty your graph by clicking Clean Graph, then drag and drop Locations.kml into GraphXR.

Clean Graph

122
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.KML and .KMZ (Keyhole Markup Language/Keyhole Markup Zip) files are used by mapping 
applications such as Google Earth. Because they contains latitude and longitude information, we 
can map these files in GraphXR.

Latitude

Longitude
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Open the Map panel to display the world map (powered by Mapbox, https://www.mapbox.com). The 
map will automatically zoom to the locations present in the graph. 

Map

124
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Click the Map Control toggle to pan the map with left click drag and and zoom with mouse scroll. 
While in Map Control mode, 3D navigation is disabled. 

Map control
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You can also search for locations by name in the map search bar. Deactivate Map Control to return to 
3D navigation.
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Let’s categorize these locations. Select the bottom few nodes and click the Tag icon.

Tag

127
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Enter a description and click Save.

128
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We’ve now created a tag called “warmer” containing 37 nodes. If we wanted to remove it, we could 
do so by clicking Clean Node Tags, but let’s create a few more tags instead.
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I’ve exited to the graph and made additional selections to create “cooler” and “too cold” tags.
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So far nothing has visibly changed in the graph. Let’s switch to Tag mode in the Legend.

Tag mode toggle
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Now, each of our three tags is indicated by a different color. You can select all nodes of a given tag by 
clicking its bubble in the Legend. You can also change the color of the tag by clicking the 
corresponding circle in the Legend.

Change color
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When we close the map, you’ll notice that the nodes stay pinned in the 3D space.
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Pin/Release

Click Pin/Release to return the nodes to Force layout. 
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13. Querying



Return to the Projects page (click the Home button). For this chapter we will open a demo dataset. 
Click Select Demo, and choose the Game of Thrones demo.

Demo datasets

136
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The graph space will be blank as we have not queried in any data. Open the Query panel => Cypher 
tab. If you are unfamiliar with the Cypher query language, Neo 4j offers a manual at 
https://neo4j.com/docs/cypher-manual/current/

Query

137



Enter a Cypher query and click run to pull in data. Here we query for :Character :belongs_to :House. 
Note the colon preceding the Category and relationship names in the Cypher query. A limit can be 
set in the query or max results. The value in max results overrides a larger limit in a query.

Run

Cypher Query

Max results
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To progressively draw more data in, select a node and click expand. Choose which relationships to 
expand, and how many. A maximum of 2,000 results at a time can be retrieved via expand.

Expand
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Expand enables an “inside out” workflow. You can start with a single point of interest and 
deliberately pull in nodes according to the relationships most relevant to your investigation. 

140



Alternatively, data for a chosen Category or Relationship can be loaded 25 at a time by clicking pull in 
the Project panel=> Category or Relationship tab.

Pull

141



If your database has been configured for keyword search, the Search Bar can return nodes by 
matching term. Click plus to pull all results from a category, or click a single line for just that node. 
For information on configuring keyword search, refer to http://kineviz.com/s/Configuring_Search.pdf

Search Barplus
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14. Data Mapping



If you regularly work with CSVs sharing a common data structure, it’s useful to be able to apply the 
same graph schema every time. This is accomplished by CSV mapping. Clear the graph space and 
go to the Query panel => CSV tab. Load lines.csv file from the GXR_QSG.zip. 

Select CSV

144



The contents of the csv file will be previewed below. Click new to create a mapping based on this 
data in the Mapping Editor.

Create new mapping
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In the Mapping Editor, click Add Category to define a category for the data in the csv. Enter a name 
for the category, then add and rename properties as needed.

Add Category

Add Property

Name category

Rename property
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Check As Key if you only want a single node for each unique value of this property. 

As Key
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To add relationships, click add relationship, then your source category, then your target category. 
Click the resulting edge to enter a relationship name and add properties as needed. 

As Key

Add Relationship

source

target

Add Property

Name relationship

Rename property
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Once you are satisfied with your mapping, you’ll save a new mapping, save or save as a modified 
mapping, or export the mapping for use in other projects.

Save
Export

Save as
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Now, click load to apply your mapping to your selected CSV. 

Save
Export

Save as load
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Data can also be loaded from a relational database using SQL, from flat JSON files, or using Gremlin.

JSON

SQL

Gremlin
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Conclusion



Congratulations, you’ve begun the journey to mastering GraphXR. Please join the Kineviz 
Community at https://community.kineviz.com/ and share you questions, ideas, and enthusiasm!
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